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Abela Publishing. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Zabella C
Boyajian (illustrator). Paperback. 288 pages. Dimensions: 7.9in.
x 4.9in. x 0.9in.Part of a Social Enterprise project. 33 is donated
to organisations that specialise in educational scholarships for
the underprivileged. Over the plains of Armenia towers Mount
Ararat, on which, the Bible states, Noahs Ark rested after the
flood. Here also is the traditional site of the Garden of Eden,
and the four rivers that Genesis describes as rising in the
Garden still flow through the land. Sitting astride an arm of the
Silk Route, Armenia has been invaded and occupied at various
times by Assyria, Babylonia, Persia, Greece, and the Seljuk
Turks, to name but a few. In the fifth century, Armenia became
the first country in the world to adopt Christianity as its
national religion. Therefore, even a short outline of Armenian
folklore and poetry must acknowledge the influences that have
served to shape Armenian literature. These influences reflect
the interwoven remnants of an intricate tapestry of ancient
and modern cultures, legends, songs, and fragments of epics,
creating a unique cultural and linguistic identity. Severed for
many centuries from Western Europe by a flood of invasions,
Armenian literature has not had...
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An exceptional ebook along with the font applied was interesting to read through. it was actually writtern really
completely and beneficial. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Mr . Hector  Cole Jr .-- Mr . Hector  Cole Jr .

This written pdf is wonderful. It can be writter in easy phrases and not di icult to understand. Your lifestyle span will
likely be enhance once you full looking over this ebook.
-- Jua nita  Reynolds-- Jua nita  Reynolds
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